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Weekly Concept  Rules to Go By

Essential Question
What rules do we follow in different places?
Let’s Play Ball!

Talk About It
How are the children following rules?
Say the name of each picture.

Read each word.

it   sit   pit
sip   tip   Tim
Words to Know

to

We need to sit.

It is good to listen.
Can I Pat It?
I like to pat it.
Can I pat it?
I like to pat it.
I like it.
Can I pat it?
Tim can tip the pail.
Tim can tip the bag.
Tim can see the tap.
Tim can see the cat tap.
Tim can sit to pat the cat.
Sentences

Look at the sentence that Mia wrote. The sentence tells what Mia and her friends do.

Mia’s model

We share toys.
Look at the sentence that José wrote. The sentence tells about what José does.

I raise my hand.
Weekly Concept Sounds Around Us

Essential Question
What are the different sounds we hear?
Keep Your Ears Open!

Talk About It
What sounds do these instruments make?
Say the name of each picture.

Read each word.

Nan  nap  tin
man  Nat  pan
Words to Know

and

Nan and I hear a splash.

I see and hear a bird.
Nat and Tip like the ball.
Nat and Tip like to sip.
Nat and Tip see the children.
Nat and Tip hear the hammer.
Nat and Tip hear the dog!
Tim and Nan
Tim and Nan hear the hen.
Tim and Nan hear the tractor.
Tim and Nan see the corn.
Tim and Nan see the barn.
Tim and Nan hear the pig.
Ideas

Look at the sentence that Sara wrote. The sentence tells about a sound she hears at home.

Sara’s model

I hear Emma crying at home.
Look at the sentence that Tony wrote. The sentence tells about what Tony hears in the city.

Tony’s model

I hear a car in the city.
Weekly Concept  The Places We Go

Essential Question
What places do you go to during the week?

Talk About It
Why is this boy at this place?
Let’s Go!
Say the name of each picture.

- Apple
- Can
- Cap
- Car

Read each word.

cat  cap  can
Mom and I go to the store.

We go to see the cat.
We Go to See Nan

Bookshop
Cam and I go to see Nan.
Cam can pat the cat.
We can see the book.
Cam can go and sit.
The cat and I go and sit.
Can We Go?
Can we go to the library?
We can go in a 🚖.
Can we go to the market?
We can go in a bus.
We can go, go, go!
Sentences

Look at the sentence that Eric wrote. It tells about a place that Eric visits weekly.

Eric’s model

I swim at the pool.